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National Institute of Social Integration

National Institute for Social Integration creates and applies social innovations, which supports the 
integration of the persons from various socially vulnerable groups within the manifold society.

The institute has convoked the initiative team, composing from office and external experts, in 
order to ensure this aim. This team is implementing five continuous programmes and creates new 
ones.

National Institute for Social Integration is distinctive by application of the complex problem solving 
pattern, direct inclusion of the of the socially vulnerable groups and youth in the public activities.

PROGRAMMES

I. Human Rights Education Programme

The purpose of Human Rights Education programme is to carry out the education of Human Rights 
and  to raise awareness of society. The programme includes several projects of the NISI, which are 
based on the methods of informal education and aims at enabling young people for active 
participation in creating the peaceful community; the comunnity based on diversity, integration 
and mutual understanding. These are the pojects currently carried out under the programme 
umbrella: „I Love Panda“, Human Library , European Voluntary Service.

I Love Panda

„I Love Panda“ campaign is the national campaign of joy, which is based upon positive attitude and 
the values of human rights. The campaign stands for human rights, equality and diversity. Panda 
has been chosen to become the symbol and the ambassador of the campaign and is encouraging 
everybody to build up as much joy and kindness in their everyday lives as possible. Campaign 
focuses on human rights education and youth participation and is inspired by No Hate Speech 
Movement in Europe.

By creating the synergy between public appearances of Panda and the involvement of society in to 
the instant positive actions and activities, interactive tools and social media and education of 
human rights, the project aims at developing the online behavior based on mutual understanding, 
respect and friendliness as well as embolden the initiatives of young people promoting human 
rights.

www.myliupanda.lt

Human Library

Living Library is method of informal education, encouranging social awareness, tolerance and 
respect for human rights. Living library consists of Living books, Librarians and Readers.
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Living Books are people from vulnerable social groups, experiencing discrimination or stereotypes 
in society. Living books have a lot to say about discrimination, social inequality, answer a lot of 
deep and intimate questions concerning lifestyle of different social groups.

Libriarian meets a reader (a trespasser, participant or targeted audence) that comes to the Living 
Library. Libriarian is a trained person and responsible for preparing audience for reading process, 
explaining the rules and suggesting to pick a book from catalogue. Coming people often have 
questions: what will I ask the Living book? Is the Living book feels ok about my questions? Will I 
offend the Living book with my questions? Etc. „Before talking to Living book Roma people I 
hesitated: I don‘t like Roma people, what will we talk about? And only after seeing friendly smile 
of a book I managed to start a nice conversation – I‘m glad I made it“ – anonymous reader 
presents her experience.

Process of reading involves sincere conversation between Living book and reader, asking 
concerning questions and getting straight answers. Reading process becomes comfortable and 
interactive place for intimate communication with people from socially vulnerable groups. 
Libriarians are observing conversation from aside and intervene if needed. The reading session is 
approximately 15 to 25 minutes. Usually result of reading is obvious: reader leaves thoughtful, 
positive and energised, quite often they become friends or exchange contacts. Process of reading 
demolishes barrier of uncertainty and fear, develops tolerance and mutual understanding.

www.gyvojibiblioteka.lt

European Voluntary Service

European voluntary service is the European Commision's project that allows a young person (18-
30) to become a volunteer in another country for a specified period.

European Voluntary Service (EVS) is a part of Youth in Action, a European Commission funded 
programme for lifelong learning and volunteering in Europe.

European Voluntary Service (EVS) provides young Europeans with the unique chance to express 
their personal commitment through unpaid and full-time voluntary activities in a foreign country 
within or outside the EU. In this way, it seeks to develop solidarity, mutual understanding and 
tolerance among young people, thus contributing to reinforcing social cohesion in the European 
Union and to promoting young people’s active citizenship

Volunteers with EVS can volunteer in another European country (not just EU countries but many 
other countries involved in the Youth in Action program) form 2 up to 12 months.

www.europeanvoluntaryservice.com
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II. Media Programme

Media4Change

Media4change is a powerful movement for highest standards in journalism. Our slogan 
“Journalism – the Home of Human Rights” means that there are journalists who discover space for 
journalism ethics and human rights in their works.

We are carrying out journalistic investigations on the issues of human rights, equality and 
diversity, and working on joint projects with editors and human rights experts. We not only discuss 
with professionals and experts on what is important, but also we create — one of our main goals 
is, together with independent journalists and editors, to examine problems that are outside of the 
media agenda. We believe that the cooperation between NGOs, media and experts is the key to a 
better representation of socially vulnerable groups.

The movement was initiated by the project “Address of Human Rights — Journalism”. This is the 
official name of Media4Change’s activities. Our goals is that, in prospect of continuity of the 
activities of this project, Media4Change would continue to be a strong movement for higher 
standards of journalism, the movement will be complemented by new ideas and projects of 
members of the movement.

Our goals:

We believe that media is a powerful weapon to protect the public interest. At the same 
time, we strive to create the society with no forgotten people. Therefore, our goals are as 
follows:

 Development of the cooperation network of journalists, human rights and media experts;
 Requirement to journalists of ethically and aesthetically talking to the public about 

problems of socially vulnerable groups;
 Cooperation with journalists and experts in carrying out large-scale journalistic researches;
 Provision of conditions for socially vulnerable groups to speak out about their problems 

and to be heard;
 Cooperation with editors in creating contents on socially vulnerable groups;
 In future perspective, provision of conditions for the society to show confidence in 

journalists they like and to support their brave ideas.

Structure of the project:

 Workshops for young journalists and journalists;
 Forum-discussion for editors;
 Media monitoring;
 Trainings for socially vulnerable groups to deliver their problems to the society;
 Trainings for journalists from regions;
 Journalistic campaign, journalistic research implementation.

www.media4change.co
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Young Journalists Education

This programme is the first in Lithuania, where the implementation does not focus on individual 
training. Educational programme for young publicists is a system that identifies talented young 
journalists, motivates, supports them and provides information to enable them for socially 
responsible actions.

Even during the formation of the future journalists’ writing skills, the objective information based 
on the experience of the Lithuanian NGOs, vulnerable groups of the society, media experts 
working in the social field, is provided. Young journalists have the opportunity to interact directly 
with vulnerable groups of the society, thus learn more and overcome prejudices.

The unique structure of the programme helps to touch the essence of the social problems; to 
understand them from the inside, to maintain an objective position in the public life news. The 
programme is designed for an optimal result; during the formation of journalistic skills, to enable 
young generation of socially responsible writing.

National educational programme for young publicists seeks to change the portrayal of vulnerable 
groups of the society and contribute to the objective, ethical and competent media education.

www.zurnalistui.lt

III. The mobility of people with disabilities

Social taxi

Social Taxi is a service which allows the people with disabilities to become more mobile and 
independent in planning their daily activities. The purpose of this service is the free-and-easy 
mobility in their work, studies, everyday interactions and involvment into the active social and 
cultural life.

This service ensures effective transportation to various destinations, like work, public, medical and 
other kinds of institutions and organizations, shops, cinema, teatre and etc.

The vehicles are properly applied for safe and comfortable transportation. Personal assistants not 
only drive the customers to the assigned location but also provide full assistance required for 
people with disabilities. Personal assistants are trained in first aid, communication and other skills.

For now the service is available for the citizens of Vilnius and Kaunas, but in the process of project 
development, it is planned to implement the servines in other locations as well.

From the very start of Social taxi the people with disabilities are involved into the process 
of creation, planning and implementation of the service. This cooperation gives opportunity to 
improve and to reach the best quality of the service.

www.socialinistaksi.lt
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IV. NGO Work Space

NGO “Avilys” (NGO Beehive) is the space dedicated to work and interaction of non-governmental 
organizations and social innovators. The environment is cozy and inspiring to work in, generate 
ideas and cooperate for those organizations, social businesses and initiatives that have passion for 
improving society and creating better world.

NGO “Avilys” stands out with its culture and values. We care about tomorrow and stand for values 
of sustainable living, recycling and saving. We are not only the people who work in the same place. 
We are community; we gladly share our experience and ideas. People who work here are able to 
combine different visions and to make a real change.

We believe that life is not about finding yourself, it is about creating yourself. Take action to 
become the one you’ve always dreamed off.

www.nvoavilys.lt

V. Social innovations laboratory „Medus“

Social innovations laboratory “Medus” ( Social innovations laboratory “Honey”) - is the space for 
work sessions, strategic planning, trainings, cooperation and communication for the NGO, social 
businesses and social innovators; for those who create and implement ideas for social change.

“Medus” is the space surrounded by nature and beautiful landscapes with work spaces for rent. 
The organizations or individuals arriving to work here will not only get the space and all the tools 
needed for the work but also the possibilities for local tourism.

The premises of the center are functional and applied for educational and strategic planning 
activities ,for learning and generating ideas. The center as well as the place for work is also the 
informal space where those who think alike meet, communicate and cooperate and create joint 
projects and initiatives.

The center is surrounded by the park. 8 architects are voluntary working on the planning of this 
park at the moment. In the future the park will have its own apiary set up, also the infrastructure 
for plen airs, camps, and hippotherapy activities will be set up.

It is expected, that “Medus” will become the center for social businesses development. Two years 
in a row there were social entrepreneurship and innovations conferences BiZzZ’12 ir BiZzZ’13 held. 
The events were enjoying the contributions from several hundred social innovators, experts, 
representatives of institutions and organizations and participants looking for inspiration.

At the times when the center will not be occupied it will open its premises for the local youth as 
the leisure center. It is planned that there will be volunteers from EVS working with the 
youngsters.
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With people. For people. Among people.
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Report of Human Rights Education programme

  

Numbers reflecting the programme

• Conference UNITED for Intercultural Action. 80 participants in the guest for Human Rights;
5 days - more than 20 different activities. NSII organized a conference on "Rethinking 
Diversity - Challenges for Equality in Europe and New Responses“. The Human Rights 
situation in Lithuania was discussed among 80 different Human Rights organizations, 
gathered at the International Network Against Discrimination UNITED for Intercultural 
Action conference in Lithuania. The review of diversity and challenges of equality and the 
new solutions in Lithuania and other Central European countries were analyzed.

• 3 EVS (European Voluntary Service) volunteers. Incoming volunteers from Spain and 
Germany. NSII volunteer is volunteering in Colombia. 

• 20 Human Libraries were being held all around the country. 
• More than 2000 sincere conversations of breaking stereotypes happened.

Progress

• Rapidly growing team of Human Library: 20 new Human Books and 10 Librarians, 3 young 
journalists covering the events of Human Library and the stories of Human Books.

• Growing interest of Human Library : not less than 5 invitations from different 
institutions/organisations  every month.

• Strengthening International partnership - connection with HumanLibrary.Org, the most 
influential international organization working with the developement  of Human Library 
method. 

• The beginning of No Hate Speech campaign in Lithuania („I Love Panda“) - 14 different  
organizations/ institutions  involved in "Myliu Panda" National Committee.

• Remarkable success of "Myliu Panda" (No Hate Speech) campaign - more than 2000 likes 
on FB in the end of 2013  (gained in just one month).

• This year the representative of NSII works in the group of planning the international 
conference Your Vote Can UNITE – Campaigning Against Populism and Racism.

Background

National Institute for Social Integration (NSII) was established for pursuing further the ideas and 
activities of the CoE campaign "All different - all equal". NSII has gathered lots of experienced 
human rights activists, former campaign's volunteers to work for promotion of active youth 
participation, diversity, tolerance and human rights education. NSII has established the 
programme "All different - all equal" that stands for the same values as the CoE 
campaign. Moreover, organisation generates and applies social innovations that support the 
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integration of people from various socially vulnerable groups into the multiple society. Last year 
organization has become a national coordinator of CoE campaign „No hate speech movement“.

Implemented projects

Project Findings, the situation at the end of the project

All Different -
All Equal:

active
participation, 
diversity and 
human rights
support the 

fields of
impact and 

results

Budget: 
511.719,00 Lt

Project start: 
15/09/2013
Project end: 
15/02/2015

Effective National Institute for Social Integration activities has impact only on a 
part of the society. They need to be intensified and expanded to change the 
whole system of negative attitudes towards human rights and human rights 
education. Small scale movements do not allow solving these problems: passive 
civil society, negative portrayal of vulnerable groups and low visibility of their 
problems, intolerance and indifference towards human rights.
The goal of the project “All different – All equal: Human rights, active 
participation and variety” is to take a part in development of civil society by 
strengthening and expanding the activities of NSII, which educate about human 
rights, stimulate democracy and ensure active participation in fighting against 
discrimination.
We are starting achieving the goals through the following tasks: 
2. To develop the understanding of human rights among the youth.

 To strengthen and expand the Living Library program.
3.  To implement the campaign No Hate Speech.

 To form, coordinate and support national committee to turn the attention 
of the governmental agencies on the importance of the human rights 
education.

 To apply suggestive models and attractive tools to promote human rights 
activism. 

 To directly involve youth in the prevention of hate speech and human 
rights activities.

4.  To ensure the sustainability of the NSII activities by strengthening the 
competences, increasing the visibility, institutional basis, and the alternative 
fundraising.

 To strengthen professional competences, abilities and strategic planning 
skills of the team. 

 To strengthen the institutional basis of the organization.
 To provide the space for alternative fundraising.

Target groups of the project: human rights NGOs, youth, vulnerable groups, 
journalists (from the NGOs), rural. Duration - 18 months.

Already reached results:
 14 organisations/institutions in National Committee of "Myliu Panda" 

campaign.
 More than 4000 likes on Facebook community.
 Lectures on the Human Rights topic given to more than 200 students in 
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different regional educational institutions.
 Support from National Media: two radio shows recorded and TV project 

suggestion for "Myliu Panda" original broadcast. 

Human Library 
- an 

International 
Movement for 
Social Change

Budget: 
16.619,00 EUR

Project start: 
01/05/2013
Project end: 
01/07/2014

'Human Library - an International Movement for Social Change' is an international 
seminar based on the theme of Human Library. This informal Human rights 
education method started in Roskilde Festival (Denmark) in 2000 in order to put 
focus on anti-violence, encourage dialogue and build relations among the festival 
visitors. Since then, the importance and popularity of Human Library is ever 
growing in various societies.

The Human Library is an innovative method designed to promote dialogue, 
reduce prejudices and encourage understanding. The main characteristics of this 
program are to be found in its simplicity and positive approach. In its initial form 
the Human Library is a mobile library set up as a space for dialogue and 
interaction. Visitors to a Human Library are given the opportunity to speak 
informally with 'people on loan'; this latter group being extremely varied in age, 
sex and/or cultural background. 

The main aim of the project 'Human Library - an International Movement for 
Social Change' is to share the experiences of the implementation of Human 
Library method in various countries and to discuss/plan possible innovations to 
strengthen it. It is essential to ensure the quality of this method in order not to 
violate the main principles of it. Therefore the objectives of this seminar are 
next:
- to share local realities about the situation of socially vulnerable groups which 
are stigmatized in the community or exposed to prejudice and/or discrimination 
in participating countries;
- to identify the need of Human Library;
- to find the means how to organize Human Library in the most appropriate and 
innovative way;
- to exchange experience on ensuring quality of method (recruitment process of 
Human Books, Librarians, main rules in order not to violate the main principles of 
method, etc);
- to evaluate and manage the risks of Human Library method;
- to establish a united network of organizations which implement Human Library 
method.

28 participants together with experts from 12 organizations partners, which are 
settled in Italy, Lithuania, Poland, Hungary, Denmark, the Netherlands, Greece, 
United Kingdom and Romania, will actively take part in this project. The activities 
will take place in Lithuania from 10th till 17th of March 2014.
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"Grįžk į 
kiemą"

Budget:
18.817,00 EUR

Project start: 
31/07/2012
Project end: 
30/08/2013

"Grįžk į kiemą" – it was a project which motivated communities of different 
towns and cities to come back to their yards and take a look at problems that 
showed up in their environment. By it‘s volunteering example, informal youth 
group, which was initiating this project, invited everyone to join them and make 
their yards safer and environmental-friendly. This project was initiated by 17 
young people, with the help of communities from seven different Lithuanian 
towns: Vilnius, Kaunas, Šiauliai, Lentvaris, Kuršėnai, Telšiai, Rietavas. 
Communities cleaned up apartment's yards (built and renovated benches; 
cleaned up children playgrounds and made swings for them). Those activities 
made a chain reaction, which inspired more people and communities to take a 
part in the project. Project initiators tried to get as many people as possible to 
join them. Regardless of their age or their social situation, in this way, tolerance 
and solidarity were promoted.
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Outlook

Human Library future perspective:

- growing and strengthening  community:

 developing the catalogue - involvement of Human Books representing different socially 
vulnerable groups;

 creating a national network - involvement of  Human Books from different regions of 
Lithuania;

 monthly meetings and planed training sessions for Human Books and Librarians;

- strengthening media relations:

 involvement of young journalists and media students;
 cooperation with regional media;

- active participation in international platform:

 cooperation with different Human Library organizations in EU countries;
 participation in international events/seminars;

"I Love Panda" (No Hate Speech) future perspective:

- Human Rights education:

 involving youth  in regional areas:  lectures and workshops in different cities/towns around 
the country;

 national training course on Human Rights education (in support of the Youth Department 
of the Council of Europe);

 social actions and discussions evoking the issue of Hate Speech among young people; 
 creation of informational platform: info graphics on Hate Speech topic; Hate crime 

identification and law procedures; 
 interactive TV show on online national TV chain.

Colour reflecting the activities

Green indicates awakening, renewal. Just as spring awakens nature, Human Rights Education 
Programme involves the participants of the programme and encourages them to think, to wake 
up, to update their knowledge and understanding. The programme contributes to the growth of 
human rights education within the communities and society.
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Picture reflecting the activities

Don‘t Judge the Book by its Cover.

Partners

 Republic of Lithuania Ministry of Social Security and Labour
 Ministry of Education and Science of the Republic of Lithuania
 Ministry of the Interior of the Republic of Lithuania
 Ministry of Culture of the Republic of Lithuania
 Department of Youth Affairs Under the Ministry of Social Security and 
 Education Development Center
 Agency of International Youth Co-operation
 Association of Local Authorities in Lithuania
 National Association of Youth Affairs Coordinators
 Lithuanian Youth Council
 Allinace „Window to the Future“
 Lithuanian Exhibition and Congress Centre LITEXPO

Feedback

Human Library is a significant project which gave us opportunity to learn about addiction to drugs 
from the experience of one of the Human Books. I came to conversation with my 12 year old 
daughter, this subject for her as teenager is very topical. But it was very rewarding for me also. I 
learned how the relationship with ones parents (or no relationship at all) can lead the young 
person to various addictions and how it is important to develop mutual understanding inbetween 
families, communities and society in general. Thank You for the Human Book for sincerity and good 
luck with the project! Julija with her daughter Emilija.

Thank You for the possibility to destroy the prejudices. It is worth seeing the life from other 
perspectives. Thank You! Olegas and Ana.



 Co-operation with 9 international partners
 6 trainings for journalists were held. 

Lithuania and Latvia. 
 50 publications were released. Most of them were Publisher as headlines in leading 

media platforms and portals in Lithuania. Some of them: 

 STOP: Roma and Arabs Not Permitted.
 Left out of education 
 Inside Large Institutions: Forced Contraceptives and Abortions.
 Ministry’s hope to reduce orphans 
 Unemployment benefits cuts will not reduce unemployment
 Story of Regina: 

together with others.

 30 journalistic investigations were starte, 13 of which are already finished.
 7 social awareness

Some of them:

For the rights of youth with fewer opportunities to go to school: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=32sBZSC9VLs

For the rights of Roma children not to go to school for children with mental disabili

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2dWYWKu6hG4

 Institute became the informational centre for journalists, where journalists 

gathered to plan and work on their investigations.

 Last year the discussion forum for 25 mainstream media international editors was held for 
the first time

 First international training for journalists was held, which enjoyed the participation of 
journalist from 14 European countries. Training were followed by journa
investigations. 

 Two journalistic investigations were launched, as expected to have significant international 
resonance: „Inside Greek Golden Dawn Movement‘, „ Human trafficking: Lithuania

Report of Media Programme

Numbers reflecting the programme

operation with 9 international partners;
6 trainings for journalists were held. 3 of them were held for young journalists from 
Lithuania and Latvia. 
50 publications were released. Most of them were Publisher as headlines in leading 
media platforms and portals in Lithuania. Some of them: 

Roma and Arabs Not Permitted.
Left out of education – Roma children
Inside Large Institutions: Forced Contraceptives and Abortions.
Ministry’s hope to reduce orphans – a far one.
Unemployment benefits cuts will not reduce unemployment
Story of Regina: neverending struggle for her daugthers access to education 
together with others.

30 journalistic investigations were starte, 13 of which are already finished.
7 social awareness-raising social events were held on the subject of Human Rights. 

For the rights of youth with fewer opportunities to go to school: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=32sBZSC9VLs

For the rights of Roma children not to go to school for children with mental disabili

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2dWYWKu6hG4

Institute became the informational centre for journalists, where journalists 

gathered to plan and work on their investigations.

Progress

the discussion forum for 25 mainstream media international editors was held for 

First international training for journalists was held, which enjoyed the participation of 
journalist from 14 European countries. Training were followed by journa

Two journalistic investigations were launched, as expected to have significant international 
resonance: „Inside Greek Golden Dawn Movement‘, „ Human trafficking: Lithuania

14

3 of them were held for young journalists from 

50 publications were released. Most of them were Publisher as headlines in leading 

Inside Large Institutions: Forced Contraceptives and Abortions.

Unemployment benefits cuts will not reduce unemployment
neverending struggle for her daugthers access to education 

30 journalistic investigations were starte, 13 of which are already finished.
raising social events were held on the subject of Human Rights. 

For the rights of Roma children not to go to school for children with mental disability: 

Institute became the informational centre for journalists, where journalists 

the discussion forum for 25 mainstream media international editors was held for 

First international training for journalists was held, which enjoyed the participation of 
journalist from 14 European countries. Training were followed by journalistic 

Two journalistic investigations were launched, as expected to have significant international 
resonance: „Inside Greek Golden Dawn Movement‘, „ Human trafficking: Lithuania- Spain“.
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 For times more media representatives were trained. Usually during the year trough the 
course of 3 trainings group of 25 people were enabled. This year, the training attracted 
four times as many people.

 Last year a shift in the Media Programme happened. Before that it was the programme for 
young journalists only. Through the past year it grew to international Media4Change 
movement, which involves young journalists, media proffessionals, editors, media experts 
and vulnerable groups representatives. 

Background

Media4change is a powerful movement for highest standards in journalism. Our slogan 
“Journalism – the Home of Human Rights” means that there are journalists who discover space for 
journalism ethics and human rights in their works.

Media4Change is a platform, where journalistic investigations on the issues of human rights, 
equality and diversity are carried out, and joint projects with editors and human rights experts are 
implemented. It involves not only discussions with professionals and experts on what is important, 
but also actions— one of its main goals is to examine problems that are outside of the media 
agenda with an engagement of independent journalists and editors. Media4change is built on the 
belief that the cooperation between NGOs, media and experts is the key to a better 
representation of socially vulnerable groups.

The movement was initiated by the project “Address of Human Rights — Journalism”. This is the 
official name of Media4Change’s activities. Our goals is that, in prospect of continuity of the 
activities of this project, Media4Change would continue to be a strong movement for higher 
standards of journalism, the movement will be complemented by new ideas and projects of 
members of the movement.

Implemented projects

Project Findings, the situation at the end of the project

Code of 
Democracy

Budget:
44.820,00 

EUR

Project start:
01/05/2012
Project end: 
30/09/2013

This project was rewarded as one of the examples of good practise by EU 
YOUTH PROGRAMMES 1988-2013.

The intent of the project “The code of Democracy" was to represent the 
interests and needs of  people with fewer opportunities in media. Youth made 
impact on decision-making at the local level to implement the social change in 
the community. The aims of the project “The Address of Democracy –
journalism”  were:
1. To inform, motivate, advice, train, support the participants of the project 
(young journalists and disadvantaged young people) who aim to represent 
their interests.
2. To involve former participants (of first round of the project) in the project as 
alumni that they would share experiences, provide the motivation for new 
generation of young journalists;
3. Together with the decision-makers at various levels to try resolving obstacles 
of social integration of young people with  less opportunities (goal - at least 10 
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areas / barriers);
4. In the articles written by young journalists objectively reflect the 
opportunities to participate in the democratic structure, interests, needs of 
young people with fewer opportunities (nothing about young people with 
fewer opportunities without young people with fewer opportunities);
5. To promote the interests of young people with fewer opportunities among 
local authorities.
6. Enable participants to take part in the democratic and civic processes: to 
promote their participation in youth organisations, NGOs, voluntary activities 
(there participants would represent the interests of youth with fewer 
opportunities). 
7. Enable participants to critically evaluate media products and to engage for 
participation in media self-regulation processes.

The project had two phases/ rounds. The same activities were implemented 
two times. The second round was updated according the participants and 
partners reflexion. Thirst round alumni contribute to the project activities.
In all stages were involved young people, the project consisted from:

 Call for  participants to send the applications;
 Evaluation of the applications;
 80 participants  went to the next phase;
 The preparation for the written assignment within the consultancy with 

media and human rights experts;
 Participation in the ,,Human Library“ (identification of the problems of 

the youth with fewer opportunities).
 The evaluation of the written assignments and selection of participants 

to the further phase.
 The preparation of the participants (visit to the local self-regulation 

office/institution). 
 The publication of the articles written on this selection phase 

www.jauniejizurnalistai.lt; www.youthjournalists.lt.
 The 3 training courses for the Young Journalists;
 Supervision of media in order to observe incorrect/ unethical  articles;
 Consultation of the participants‘ social impact  plans;
 10 groups of participants will implement social experiments (social 

impact plans);
 The implementation of the social experiment;
 Second Training Course (presentation  of the experiments, analysis of 

the strengths and weaknesses, evaluation and advices from the experts)
 The dissemination of  the project results  (public presentation) in 

Lithuania and Latvia.
 The publication of the project results in the media (both local and 



international).
 The evaluation meeting of the project participants and partners. The 

presentation of results, best practices and the knowledge.
Project activities were implemented using non
simulations with all
project. The project provided an opportunity for 80 young people to take part 
in the smooth educational process.

„The Code of Democracy“ 
 Were employed with th

attractively provide the news about the sensitive society problems;
 Discovered the casual links between the work of journalist and negative 

phenomenon of society: suicides, the increase of unemployment of 
specific 
phenomenon).

 Were awarded with the chance to implement a journalistic investigation 
(what are the problems and/or how youth can contribute to the 
changes) consulted by professionals. 

 Got to know to
information from the 
socially vulnerable groups cope with living in the sociaty;

 Tried to solve 10 problems / barriers of integration of youth with fewer 
opportunities;

 Gain visibility for these 10 problems / barriers of integration of youth 
with fewer opportunities and implemente 5 social actions. The acti 
gained huge visibility of media, decision makers; 

                               

Communication of results

Publishing of 
investigations

4 awareness

Enabling

3 trainings

Preparation of 30 journalists

Human Library Practical assignments

international).
The evaluation meeting of the project participants and partners. The 
presentation of results, best practices and the knowledge.

Project activities were implemented using non-formal education methods, 
simulations with all the 7 partners from Latvia and Lithuania involved in the 
project. The project provided an opportunity for 80 young people to take part 
in the smooth educational process.

„The Code of Democracy“ – a challenge of 80 young journalists
Were employed with the skills to ethically, professionally and 
attractively provide the news about the sensitive society problems;
Discovered the casual links between the work of journalist and negative 
phenomenon of society: suicides, the increase of unemployment of 
specific society groups, high criminality rates and other negative 
phenomenon).
Were awarded with the chance to implement a journalistic investigation 
(what are the problems and/or how youth can contribute to the 
changes) consulted by professionals. 
Got to know to society’s phenomenon from the inside: got the 
information from the primary sources and experience 
socially vulnerable groups cope with living in the sociaty;
Tried to solve 10 problems / barriers of integration of youth with fewer 
opportunities;
Gain visibility for these 10 problems / barriers of integration of youth 
with fewer opportunities and implemente 5 social actions. The acti 
gained huge visibility of media, decision makers; 

                               Stages of the project

Communication of results

awareness-raising social 
events

7 investigations

Preparation of 30 journalists/ selection

Practical assignments

7  journalistic investigations

III. Trainings

Finishing of investigations

II. Trainings

Palnning of investigations

I . Trainings

Team Building Lectures and assignments
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The evaluation meeting of the project participants and partners. The 
presentation of results, best practices and the knowledge.

formal education methods, 
the 7 partners from Latvia and Lithuania involved in the 

project. The project provided an opportunity for 80 young people to take part 

young journalists:
e skills to ethically, professionally and 

attractively provide the news about the sensitive society problems;
Discovered the casual links between the work of journalist and negative 
phenomenon of society: suicides, the increase of unemployment of 

society groups, high criminality rates and other negative 

Were awarded with the chance to implement a journalistic investigation 
(what are the problems and/or how youth can contribute to the 

society’s phenomenon from the inside: got the 
primary sources and experience how do the 

socially vulnerable groups cope with living in the sociaty;
Tried to solve 10 problems / barriers of integration of youth with fewer 

Gain visibility for these 10 problems / barriers of integration of youth 
with fewer opportunities and implemente 5 social actions. The acti 

7  journalistic investigations

Trainings

Social events planning

Trainings

Trial and action schedule

Trainings

Lectures and assignments
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Project Findings, the situation

“The Address 
of Human 
Rights –

Journalism”

Budget:
332.520,00 

EUR

Project starts:
01/11/2012
Project ends: 
01/11/2014
Is ongoing

The ethnic minorities and migrants are shown in the negative context by the 
media. This process is not properly monitored in the EU Member States despite 
the existence of EU Racial and EU Audiovisual Directives. The legally binding EU 
laws needs to be promoted.
New EU countries like Lithuania, Latvia and Bulgaria only recently started to 
excercise the freedom of speech. However this freedom is not unlimited - old EU 
countries has already learned how to use the Freedom of Speech responsibly.
Our partner countries such as Belgium, Italy, Spain  are being characterised by 
much longer democracy traditions. In the latter new strategies are created in 
order to overcome the hate speech, racism and xenophobia. For this reason a 
platform for cooperation among the different profiles of organizations will be 
created: Human Rights NGOs, journalistic NGOs and institutions, which prepare 
journalists. Three thematic workstreams will  make changes  within different 
groups - 'Opinion framers', 'Society at large', and potential victims of the racism 
and hate-speech. 

Structure of the project “Address of Human Rights — Journalism”:
1. Workshops for young journalists and journalists;
2. Forum-discussion for editors;
3. Media monitoring;
4. Trainings for socially vulnerable groups to deliver their problems to the 

society;
5. Trainings for journalists from regions;
6. Journalistic campaign, journalistic research implementation.

1. Media training

Young 
journalists

Proffessional 
journalists

Editors 
discussion
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Outlook

It is expected to enhance Media4Change movement, to include a variety of organizations and 
initiatives willing to join, and to establish an open working space for young journalists. It is 
important to ensure the sustainability of the results. 

Media4Change continues to expand into the international dimension and learn from external 
partners and aims to become the Eastern European Coordinating Centre for Human Rights 
Journalism. 

Media4Change integrates its activities in the most important and influential media maisntream 
editorial activities.

Colour reflecting the programme

White - blue. White reflects the white paper. The ability to look without prejudice, or at least 
detect them and prevent from affecting the results. Blue symbolyzes the freedom to create ethical 
and professional journalism.

2. Journalistic campaign

Media monitoring 
and reaction

Awareness raising 
social events

Initiation of 
publications/Work 
with the steering 

group

2. Enabling of vulnerable groups

4 national training for 
vulnerable groups

Interantional training 
for vulnerable groups

Training for 
organizations working 
with vulnerable groups
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Picture reflecting the programme

Young journalist education

Media4Change
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Partners

 The Baltic Center for Investigative Journalism (BCIJ). Willing to become an associate 
partner (Latvia);

 Arci Catania (Italy);
 TDM International (Italy);
 Concordia International Group (CIG) (Spain);
 International Initiatives for Cooperation (IIC) (Bulgaria);
 Foundation Center for Economic Development (CED) (Bulgaria);
 International Development Alliance (IDA) (Bulgaria);
 Media Diversity Institute (UK);
 Civic Association for Communication and Education Sophia (CACES) (Spain).

Feedback

UK expert Michael Whine, now a member of the European Commission against Racism and 
Intolerance (ECRI) emphasized that media are often the main instigators of change, as journalists 
have the capacity to question the government and the society. Since media professionals have a 
key role in educating their audiences, they have an obligation to educate themselves and develop 
models of best practice.

Feedback from experts: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D2M3mW3k3Go
Feedback from proffessional journalists: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D2M3mW3k3Go
Feedback from young journalists: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ck2zfv1T_sA
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The Mobility of People with Disabilities Programme

Numbert reflecting the programme

 Number of vehicles;
 Team;
 Locations the programme is being held in;
 Number of customers;
 Number of orders.

Progress

 Fleet has grown from one to three vehicles;
 The team has expanded from 2 to 6 people;
 We started our activity only in one town, now it is being held in 5 towns;
 The number of customers has increased from 116 to 306 and is constantly growing; 
 Orders per day increased from an average of 8 to 21.

Background

There are organizations and institutions that provide transportation services for people with 
movement disabilities, but the services are limited on time, or on an area or destination, or on 
personal assistance. People with disabilities are guaranteed transportation to medical and health 
care institutions, but to get the service means to be put in the month-long queue. There are also 
budget shortages, which result in postponing the services and according to the people with 
disabilities „they are left isolated at home for three months“. Above mentioned services are 
available only during working hours. So, it is the situation of limited freedom of choice – the 
service enables to travel only to certain locations and only at certain hours only , without any 
personal assistance and help.

Social taxi is a solution to this situation and fills in the niche. Services are provided to an individual 
on a 24/7 basis. Trips can be booked at any place in the city where the service is provided. Social 
taxi drivers are also trained personal assistants and offers all necessary support. 
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Implemented projects

All the implemented projects were contributing to the development of the programme. Social taxi 
is a transportation service for people with mobility disabilities and aims at improving their social 
life and being visible in the public. Social taxi cars are fully adapted for wheelchairs and helping 
drivers provide all the necessary assistance for clients. This service was launched in 2012 in the 
capital city of Lithuania, but this year the network of Social taxi will broaden and now there will be 
Social taxi cars operating in 5 cities. The establishment, present and future of Social taxi 
programme was and is based on various funds and projects that are being applied to them. So far 
Social taxi had had 7 projects, the list can be seen below.

Project Findings, the situation of the project

Socialinis taksi Vilniuje (OSFL)
Budget:  45.000,00 Lt.

Project start: 20/01/2012, Project end: 31/12/2012

Establishment of Social taxi in Vilnius 
city.

2013 m. Socialinės reabilitacijos paslaugų neįgaliesiems 
bendruomenėje projektas Vilniuje.

Budget:  70.000,00 Lt
Project start: 01/01/2013, Project end: 31/12/2013

Further development of Social taxi 
service in Vilnius city. 

NVO sektoriaus stiprinimas sudarant sąlygas naudotis 
Socialinio taksi paslauga
Budget: 251.175,19 Lt

Project start: 01/08/2013 Project end: 01/07/2014

Further development of Social taxi in 
Vilnius, an additional car starting to 
operate in the city and organizing 
volunteering of the disabled in non-
governmental organizations.

2013 m. Socialinės reabilitacijos paslaugų neįgaliesiems 
bendruomenėje projektas Klaipėdoje.

Budget: 41.500,00 Lt.
Project start: 01/01/2013, Project end: 31/12/2013

Establishment of Social taxi service in 
Klaipėda city. 

2014 m. Socialinės reabilitacijos paslaugų neįgaliesiems 
bendruomenėje projektas Vilniuje.

Budget: 110.000,00 Lt
Project start: 01/01/2014, Project end: 31/12/2014

Further development of Social taxi
service in Vilnius city. 

2014 m. Socialinės reabilitacijos paslaugų neįgaliesiems 
bendruomenėje projektas Klaipėdoje.

Budget: : 57.700,00 Lt
Project start: 01/01/2014, Project end: 31/12/2014

Establishment of Social taxi service in 
Klaipėda city. 

Social taxi, promoting cross-border mobility activities 
between Daugavpils, Zarasai and Visaginas

Budget: 82.322,00 EUR
Project start: 14/03/2014, Project end: 14/03/2015

Expanding the territory of Social taxi 
activities, promoting cross-border 
mobility of people with mobility 
disabilities, improving the social life of 
people in project territory.
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Outlook

Number of customers has tripled and is constantly growing. It is gratifying to see the results, which 
show that that the programme activities solves the problems and fill in the needs of people who 
had previously met with difficulties being mobile in their daily lives. The emergence of Social taxi 
increased the number of people with disabilities mobility - they can easily get into the vehicle, 
assistants help to overcome obstacles in an inaccessible environment, possibility to go to any 
desired location, event and etc. The quality of social life for people with disabilities increased and 
so the social integration.

It is very important to maintain the growth of  area and network – in the future the network of 
Social taxi will operate across Lithuania and people will be more enabled to integrate into society 
and lead the social life of high quality.

Colour reflecting the programme

The programme is best reflected by warm, active colours, as the goal of this programme is to 
contribute to the quality of life, to the mobility and to overcome isolation.

Picture reflecting the programme
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Impossible is not a fact. Impossible is just an opinion.

Partners

 Lithuanian Forumo of the Disabled
 The Lithuanian Association of People with Disabilities
 Vilnius Municipality
 Klaipeda Municipality
 Lithuanian-Swiss Cooperation Programme
 Latvia-Lithuania Cross Border Programme

Feedback

Thank you very much for your services. It's a huge advantage for disabled people, because one can 
become independent from help of others. Respect for the whole staff of "Social taxi".

Thank you very much for your excellent taxi-service during our visit in 
Vilnus between 14.12.-    19.12.2013.

A relative or a close person does not always have time to take care of the disabled person, 
therefore we are sincerely grateful for your help. This project is really necessary for our disabled 
citizens.

Numbers on growth

Number of clients:    Number of Social taxi cars:     Number of employees:

116  320        1  3                  2  6

2012 2013
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Report of NGO Work Space Programme

Numbers reflecting the programme

 16 NGOs, small businesses, freelancers working in NGO Hive;
 Every week there is at least one request for the plane in NGO Hive, unfortunately we are able 

to accept only one from three requests, because NGO Hive is usually fully occupied;
 NGO Hive is self financed. The functioning and stability is guaranteed from the monthly fees 

payed of organizations and individuals working there. At least 8500 Lt a month income;
 2 successfull events last year. Which attracted more than 200 participants interested in social 

business and social inovations;
 Partnership with Ministry of Economy of Republic of Lithuania, Ministry of Social Security and 

Labour, The British Council;
 More than 50 events of the community of NGO Hive (sharing ideas, developing the synergy, 

cooperation) .

Progress

 The demand to join NGO Hive is higher and still increasing than we are able to fullfill at the 
moment;

 NGO Hive is recognised as a trusted partner in the development of social bussiness and 
innovations projects by Governmental and Non-Governmental organisations;

 Stable ingome provides stale activities.
 Increased number of participants of traditional events. 2012 – 90 participants, 2013 – more 

than 200 participants);
 The international network of partners contributes to the growth of acitivities.

Background

Lithuania has a significant number of existing non-governmental organizations, representing 
various social groups. Often , they perform similar activities, do not know about each other or are 
not inclined to cooperate on certain areas of diverging interests. On the other hand, non-
governmental organizations working in different fields, often require expert knowledge which is 
usually generated from organizations working in the areas of the same framework. The lack of co-
operation in both cases is a waste of limited resources of non-governmental organizations and the 
possibilities of the already existing options. NGO Hive idea is to create synergies between different 
areas of acting and different social groups representing innovative non-governmental 
organizations , all of them in one physical platform for collecting and creating a more productive 
environment for resource use , development and dissemination of ideas .

It is important to mention that one of the goals of NGO Hive is developing as an innovation 
platform for the strategic objectives of the social Innovations and social business dissemination in 
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Lithuania. Social enterprise around the world is considered as having the potential for sustainable 
development of each country. Meanwhile, in Lithuania this concept is developing quite slowly, 
without a clear agreement on the definitions and common national approach. For this reason NGO 
Hive gathered the network of experts , practitioners and enthusiasts, who are working in this field 
in order to develope a clear understanding of the concept, to ensure the visibility and the 
opportunity to develop this type of activity in Lithuania.

Outlook

 16 organisations having their own work space and creating the synergy. It is planned to grow 
the number of organisations and to look for more spacious premises as there is a high demand;

 To grow the number of social enterprise events and to grow the number of participants;

 The position of the programme and the activities ledas to growing partnerships in national and 
international levels.

Implemented projects

Project Findings, the situation at the end of the project

Open your eyes in open 
space’13

Budget: 9.878,00 EUR

Project start: 02/08/2013
Project end: 30/12/2013

On 25- 30 of September in Vilnius, Lithuania, international seminar 
for youth and youth workers „Open your eyes in open 
space‘13“were hosted. Participants came from Ukraine, Georgia, 
Armenia, Slovenia, Czech Republic and of course Lithuania. The aim 
of this project: to promote the concept of social entrepreneurship in 
different cultural backgrounds societies as a main tool which could 
help consolidate the competences which young person gain from 
non-formal education, to ensure appropriate access to information 
and create the synergy between social entrepreneurship and non-
governmental organizations. 

In the seminar time we were sharing different countries, cultures 
situations, exiting legal base and descriptions of social 
entrepreneurship. Together we were discussing and trying to found 
possible solutions, how we can improve each country situation by 
borrowing concepts and adapting it according different cultural 
background. Participants together in international groups were 
creating potential social enterprises ideas, was searching for the 
tools which could help us to provide the information about social 
entrepreneurship for young people in a more creative and attractive 
way. According participants responses this project had a lot of 
positive impact for them. Participants were motivated and tend to 
develop further ideas.
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Colour reflecting the programme

NGO Hive activities are best reflected by the mosaic of colors, where each color is very eye-
catching, but all of them together create harmony. This is the main idea of the programme -
working together can make a much greater effect.

Picture reflecting the programme

Love what You Do and Your Week Will Have Five More Days.

Partners

 Ministry of Economy of Republic of Lithuania
 Ministry of Social Security and Labour
 The British Council
 PO Goodwill projects
 PO Cultural and organisational ideas
 The charity and support foundation Civic Responsibility Foundation
 PO MartPro
 PO Community Change Center
 Mothers Union Foundation
 Association of Youth Organisations in Vilnius „Round Table“
 Insitute for Policy Research and Analysis
 YEU Lithuania
 PO Projects Academy
 Made in Vilnius
 LemonBite
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Feedback

NGO Hive is the place where you can always find your own creative space for work and if there is 
any help or inspiration needed it is at the Hanos reach. Paulius Dauparas 

NGO Hive is a great place, where a lot of organisations and freelancers feel like at home. Working 
in this community helis to fulfill your goals, to get the knowledge and consultations and sharing the 
experiences. The athmosphere is fantastic. Imantas Bernotas

As the manager of LCC International University innovations laboratory I am greatful for the 
enthusiasm and goodwill of NGO Hive team for contributing to the development of social 
enterprise in Lithuania. The representatives of NGO Hive became the inspiration for the students 
and practicioners. Egle Songailiene

Numbers on growth

The members of NGO Hive: Budget (based on annual average):

Participants of the events:
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Report of Social Innovation Laboratory "Honey" Programme

Numbers reflecting the programme

 The beggining of development of the Antaliepte Park. The environment around the building is 
developed and improved, the work on the ponds and the landscape. 

 The set of the first floor of the building. All the needed communications and facility set, which 
allowed to allready start some of the activities.

 3 events held.

Progress

Last year was the year for the preparation of facilities and premises and surroundings. Some limite 
activities can be held now, the programmes for youth have been planned and the upcoming year 
is going to be strategical and lead to the ongoing activities. 

Background

There is a lack of innovations in NGO sector in Lithuania. To make them happen the reflection of 
the subject is necessary, but there is also the lack of cooperation between organisations. Social 
Innovations Laboratory is the place for developing the ideas on Social enterprise and innvoations, 
where organisations can meet, work, cooperate and plan the social change.

Implemented projects

Project Findings, the situation at the end of the project

Home for help of community „Bee“
Budget: 35 000 EU 

Project start: 23/01/2012
Project end: 23/01/2014

Adaptation of the building for social needs. Maintenance 
work. Replacement of windows, seto of bathrooms, the 
roof works, heating system installation. 

Antaliepte pond system I 
Budget: 14 000 EU

Project start: 15/09/2013
Project end: 15/09/2014

Cleaning works of the ponds, embankment formation, 
installation of recreational space.
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Outlook

Since the launche of the programme the local community was actively involved in the project and 
the members of community are driven by the strong motivation to develope the laboratory and tis 
surroundings. It is expected, that “Medus” will become the center for social businesses 
development. Two years in a row there were social entrepreneurship and innovations conferences 
BiZzZ’12 ir BiZzZ’13 held. The events were enjoying the contributions from several hundred social 
innovators, experts, representatives of institutions and organizations and participants looking for 
inspiration.

At the times when the center will not be occupied it will open its premises for the local youth as the 
leisure center. It is planned that there will be volunteers from EVS working with the youngsters.

Color reflecting the programme

All colors of nature. The laboratory is surrounded by beautiful green landscapes and offers the 
organisations not only the space for work but also for local tourism and recreation. 
.

Picture reflecting the programme
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Partners

 Ministry of Economy of Republic of Lithuania
 Ministry of Social Security and Labour
 Parish of Antaliepte
 Municipality Zarasai 
 Parish of Zarasai district
 Local Action Group of Zarasai
 Regional Park of Grazute

Feedback

The Ministry of Social Security and Labour of the Republic of Lithuania is proud to having had an 
opportunity to be a partner of the National Institute of Social Integration in organizing an two-days 
event called BizZz13. The event attracted about 200 people who represented public institutions, 
business start-ups, and NGOs. There were also individuals interested in social entrepreneurship, 
who were searching for innovative business ideas, moral support for their various ideas, 
information about potential funding, partnership contacts, etc. 
The BizZz13 was twice bigger compared to the BizZz event organized by the same organization in 
2012. It is very important that the event had both theoretical and practical parts. Beginners had an 
opportunity to consult representatives of local small businesses. An expert group drafted a list of 
recommendations worth to be implemented by government institutions in charge of social 
business, promotion of small business, as well as by business support institutions. Involvement of a 
British expert Phillip Tulba was extremely well though-out, and resulted in valuable discussions on 
issues such as business skills and funding, the role of government and the private sector in building 
entrepreneurship society, NGO role, etc. Finally, BizZz13 and a previous event have resulted in a 
national level summit to be organized in Lithuania at the end of March 2014 by the British Council, 
the Ministry of Economy, and an informal group of NGOs called an “NGO Hive”. The major 
objective of the summit is bringing key stakeholders together to discuss and agree on a further 
steps aimed at promotion and development of social entrepreneurship in Lithuania. 

Birutė Jatautaitė
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Numbers on growth

Development of the building (%): Participants of activities:
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Partners

Centre for Ethnic Studies (CES) NSII cooperates with this research centre by applying their knowledge 
and results, in turn CES experts provide their contribution in our 
activities. 

Social Employment Agency 
“SOPA” 

Cooperation on the Roma and Persons with Psychological 
disorders/Mental disabilities discrimination in employment issues, 
contribution for Living Library by directing participants. 

UN Development Programme in 
Lithuania 

Cooperation on Roma and persons with disabilities issues. 

Consultation Centre for 
Migrants 

Organization contributing while organizing “Living Libraries” and 
working on migrant issues. 

Information Centre for 
Migrants “Plius” 

Organization contributing while organizing “Living Libraries” and 
working on migrant issues. 

Youth-Line Cooperation while implementing Journalists‘ Education programme. 
Feminist front Organization contributing for organising Living Libraries. 
Goethe - Institute Vilnius Cooperation in organizing anti-racism and prevention actions with 

graffiti method. 
Lithuanian Human Rights 
Centre 

Cooperation for organizing “Inconvenient Cinema” performances in 
the rural areas. 

Lithuanian Journalists Union Cooperation for Journalists Education method. 
Centre for Equal Opportunities Expert help, cooperation for education of teachers 
Coalition „I can live“ Organization is contributing for the organization of „Living Libraries”. 

Coalition also cooperates for journalists’ education programme. 
National Youth Coordinators’ 
Association 

Organization helped to spread information about our activities among 
the young people all over the Lithuania. 

Information and Support 
Center for Non-Governmental 
Organizations 

NSII organizes community forums with the help of this organization. 

Roma Integration House NSII helped to establish this organization and is further couching it. 
Roma Society Center Organization contributing while organizing “Living Libraries” and 

working on Roma issues. 
Human Rights Monitoring 
Institute 

Organization contributes by delegating their experts and representing 
common opinions in governmental institutions. 

NSII cooperates with more than 200 smaller NGOs, communities, initiative groups all over the Lithuania 
while implementing its activities. 
International Partners 
UNITED (angl. European 
network against nationalism, 
racism, fascism and in support 
of migrants and refugees 

They are international partners in organizing actions and forums of the 
project ‘All different – all equal’. The experts of that organization also 
give a lot of advice. 

Young Journalist’s Association 
„Polis“, Poland 

They are the partners of young journalists’ education program. 
Together we are implementing international creative workshops of 
young journalists’ education. 

Progress Language School, 
Poland 

They are the partners of young journalists’ education program. 
Together we are implementing international creative workshops of 
young journalists’ education. 

BODO university college, 
Norway 

We are implementing the journalists’ educating project ‘Journalism -
the address of democracy’ with the media expert of that university. 

Swedish federation of the 
disability 

We are implementing the journalists’ educating project ‘Journalism -
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 The Baltic Center for Investigative Journalism (BCIJ). 
Willing to become an associate partner (Latvia);

 Arci Catania (Italy);
 TDM International (Italy);
 Concordia International Group (CIG) (Spain);
 International Initiatives for Cooperation (IIC) (Bulgaria);
 Foundation Center for Economic Development (CED) 

(Bulgaria);
 International Development Alliance (IDA) (Bulgaria);
 Media Diversity Institute (UK);
 Civic Association for Communication and Education 

Sophia (CACES) (Spain).

We are implementing project “The Address 
of Human Rights – Journalism”


